AFSP.ORG DC POKER RUN DIRECTIONS

1. TAKE RIGHT OUT OF PC PADDOCK ONTO TITUSVILLE ROAD
   GO 2.7 miles to Rt 55

2. TAKE LEFT ONTO RT 55W @ PAGE LUMBER
   GO 4.4 miles to Rt 9N

3. TAKE RIGHT BEFORE MID HUDSON BRIDGE ONTO RT 9 NORTH
   GO 16.1 miles to 308East

4. TAKE RIGHT ONTO RT 308E @ TRAFFIC LIGHT IN RHINEBECK
   GO 6 miles onto Rt 199

5. STAY STRAIGHT ON 199 TOWARDS PINE PLAINS
   GO 10.6 miles to Pine Plains-

PIT STOP @ BACK BAR BEER GARDEN -- ON LEFT NEXT TO TOWER PIZZA - BEFORE RED LIGHT

7. After Pit Stop @ BACK BAR -- take RIGHT ONTO RT82 SOUTH
   GO 15 MILES TOWARDS TROOP K

8. Then TAKE RIGHT ONTO 44 WEST towards Pleasant Valley
   GO 4.3 MILES towards Pleasant Valley

9. TAKE LEFT ONTO RT 47 / SOUTH AVE/ FREEDOM RD @ light BEFORE BRIDGE IN PV
   GO 5.6 MILES TOWARDS LAGRANGE

10. TAKE RIGHT @ light ONTO RT 55W @ MOBIL STATION
    GO 1.7 MILES TOWARDS POKEEPSIE

11. TAKE LEFT ONTO RT 49/ TITUSVILLE RD - ACROSS FROM DUTCHESS REC
    GO 1 MILE ON TITUSVILLE ROAD RT 49

12. TAKE RIGHT INTO PC’S PADDOCK -- 273 Titusville Road 12603

BEST HAND WINS $200

GET YOUR BEST HAND FROM DEALER AT END OF RUN
WINNER TO BE ANNOUNCED AT 3PM
MAKE A DIFFERENCE & HELP SOMEONE YOU LOVE
VISIT AFSP.ORG/HVWC
PLEASE OBEY ALL TRAFFIC LIGHTS AND SIGNS
Poker Hand Rankings

Royal Flush
A♥ K♥ Q♥ J♥ 10♥
The top five cards of the same suit in sequence

Straight Flush
3♣ 4♣ 5♣ 6♣ 7♣
Any five cards of the same suit in sequence

4 of a Kind
A♥ A♠ A♦ A♣ 10♥
4 cards of the same rank

Full House
K♦ K♣ K♠ 4♣ 4♦
3 cards of one rank and 2 cards of another rank.

Flush
3♥ 6♥ 7♥ 9♥ J♥
5 cards, all of the same suit, but not all in sequence

Straight
3♥ 4♥ 5♥ 6♥ 7♥
5 cards in sequence, but not all of the same suit

3 of a Kind
J♠ J♥ J♦ 8♣ K♣
3 cards of the same rank

2 Pair
A♥ A♠ 5♦ 5♥
A pair of one rank and another pair of a different rank

1 Pair
J♣ J♥ 5♦ Q♣ K♠
1 pair with the other three cards being of different rank.

Hearts Clubs Diamonds Spades
Ace 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Jack Queen King Ace